Four dreams regarding the Church in general
These 4 dreams were dreamt in succession on the evening of the 26th April, they are
all about the Church in general (the Body of Christ worldwide), I have also prayed them
through but your prayers on this is definitely not wasted, we need to keep praying for
the Church to become what she needs to be, a Bride in a personal relationship with her
Bridegroom.
Dream 1:
A man of God standing on a hill, there are 2 levels to the hill, on each level is a big
snake underground (religion), their body's are so big they stick out of the ground and
break the ground as they move (gaining territory) the man attacks the one on the
lower lever (religion in the world - false religions etc) jumping down to it and shooting it
in the head killing it instantly. (we attack religion in the world with no fear and with
authority) He then turns around to the one on the higher level (religion within the
Church, religiosity, no relationship, political games, falseness, man-made rules and
"Jewish fables" - as the Bible calls it- etc) that snake stand up out of the ground and
has a head like a hand with a big head and five smaller heads sticking out of it like
fingers (five-fold ministry, there is religion and falseness and humanism in every one of
them) the man was scared of tackling it and ran away. (We are easy to point out and
take on false religion and wickedness in the world but we are scared to address it inside
Church, almost trying to pretend it doesn't exist.)
Dream 2:
A man of God on a bicycle next to a beautiful young women walking down the road, he
talks to her gently and politely. (leaders with small and young ministries are so careful
and gentle with the Bride of Christ, treating her with respect, guiding and serving her
as she moves). It is not long before he has a big car (his ministry has grown in size and
stature) the Bride is walking still, he is a bit ahead with car, he gets irritated to wait for
her to catch up and loads others in the car and drives off leaving her behind (ministers
forgetting why they are called, getting involved in things of the world and of business
and politics and in the process leaving behind and hurting the Bride they were called to
serve) He says to himself, "I am in Durban but if the women doesn't catch up soon I
am going to drive to Cape Town" he drives over a hill and see's he is already in Cape
Town but keeps trying to convince himself that he is in Durban. (He knows deep down
that he has left his first love and his calling to the Bride behind and he is not in the will
of God anymore but he convinces himself otherwise because it suits him to.)
Dream 3:
Inside a house (Church), a young girl (Bride, in dream about 7 years old) comes to the
man of God, she is half clothed and scared and vulnerable, she cries and begs the man
to protect her (the Bride, especially young Christians needing protection and guidance
inside the house) The man of God says he will protect her, he then walks to his car
(ministry) and there a young man stands (sin, the worlds allure, compromise). The
young man says to the man of God that he wants to see the young girl. They walk into
the house together. Inside the room the man of God says to the young man "you may
touch her private parts but you may under no circumstances have intercourse with her"
(leaders allowing little foxes in their Churches, even overlooking them and pretending
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certain forms of perversion and sin and compromise is not happening because they are
more worried about numbers and popularity than about truth and "no compromise".
The men of God see the little foxes as "manageable" and acceptable evils, trying to
smear it over with grace - we should always have grace and love for others but never
use grace as an excuse to sin and stay in sin, the Bible says sin should be prayed about
and if it doesn't stop the person should be talked to and if they person wilfully keeps
sinning after its been dealt with repeatedly they should be asked to leave as they are
putting the whole flock in danger of pollution- we need to stop ignoring scriptures
because they don't suit us.) The man of God leaves the room but soon hears the young
girl screaming that she is being hurt (realises sin is hurting his flock), he runs back into
the room and the young man (sin) is busy having intercourse with the young girl (Bride
in serious sin, no longer little foxes - sin is sin but some leave much more damage on
people's lives like "living together" and "casual intercourse" and perversion and drugs
etc etc) the man of God pulls the young man of the girl and starts screaming "I told you
not to do this, you are going to jail for this" but in his heart he knew he allowed the
young man in. (When full blown sin manifests in churches the pastors want to hold
prayer meetings and "bind the devil" and fast etc etc but the first thing they must do is
repent as they are the ones who opened the door to the sin in the first place by turning
a blind eye to "little foxes" because they didn't want to "upset" anyone by preaching
and teaching about holiness and sin and righteousness. So the little foxes end up
spoiling the whole vineyard as Jesus warns.)
Dream 4:
A man of God standing in a kitchen (provision). The Holy Spirit is making omelettes in
large quantities (bringing much provision to the Church), The Father sits by the table.
There are two accountants, one is sitting with the Father, he is well fed and healthy
(the provision that God offers and promised to the Church and ministers) the other is
standing and he is thin and sickly and looks deceitful (the "provision" the world claims
to offer). The one sitting (Godly provision) says "finally your finances will turn around
and you will have what you need" (Gods promise of provision), immediately the thin
accountant (worldly provision) starts making plans of how to "invest" and use that
money (the world will always have "good ideas" of how to run your finances but they
are things leading to poverty and lack and removing yourself out of God's blessing
stream even though the stream never stops running - Psalm 23 .. ) the man of God
says "no" (he realises he cannot allow the world to manage his finances or tell him how
to manage it anymore, he needs Gods provision and wisdom for his finances for himself
and his flock - the world will always have "good ideas" but they are not God ideas and
although they might look like short term solutions they end up being long term pitfalls.)
Please pray with me regarding these as you feel led to pray.. A word of warning,
please don't just say "Amen" on dream 4 and ignore the other 3, these are serious
warnings regarding things that need to come inline in churches. We cannot make it
happen but we can submit ourselves to Gods change and shaping to make it happen
and labour along with Him in prayer (as the Holy Spirit guides us)
Love in Christ
Jaco Kruger ~ 26 April 2012
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